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Abstract

Many applications, such as contour machining, rapid prototyping, and reverse engineering by laser
scanner or coordinate measuring machine, involve sampling of free-from surfaces along section cuts
by a family of parallel planes with equidistant spacing∆ and common normalN. To ensure that
such planar sections provide faithful descriptions of the shape of a surface, it is desirable to choose
the relative orientation that maximizes, over the entire surface, the minimum angle betweenN and
the local surface normaln. We address this optimization problem by computing the (symmetrized)
Gauss map for the surface, projecting it stereographically onto a plane, and invoking the medial axis
transform for the complement of its image to identify the orientationN that is “most distant” from the
symmetrized Gauss map boundary. Using a Gauss map algorithm described elsewhere, the method
is implemented in the context of bicubic Bézier surfaces, and applied to the problem of minimizing
the greatest scallop height incurred in contour machining of surfaces using a 3-axis milling machine
with a ball-end cutter. 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Free-form surface; Planar slicing; Surface normal; Gauss map; Stereographic projection;
Medial axis transform; Contour machining; Scallop height

1. Introduction

A common approach to path planning for free-form surface manufacturing and
inspection applications is based oncontouring—i.e., the computation of a family of
sections of the surface by a set of equidistant parallel planes. It is common knowledge,
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from topographical maps, that such “surface contours” become widely-spaced and give a
poor indication of surface shape at points where the surface tangent plane is parallel to the
sectioning planes. In many applications, the orientation of the sectioning planes relative to
the surface is a free parameter, that can be specifieda priori. Hence, the question arises
as to how to identify the “optimal” orientation—that maximizes, over the entire surface,
the minimum angle between the normalN of the sectioning planes and the local surface
normaln at each point.

A typical context for this problem is thecontour machining of free-form surfaces, where
the tool/surface contact loci correspond to planar sections of the surface (Chen and Ravani,
1987; Farouki et al., 1999). Although one usually imagines sectioning planes at fixedz

heights, parallel planes ofany orientation may be used in contour machining. In the case
of a ball-end mill, the tool sweeps out a sequence ofcanal surfaces, i.e., envelopes of the
motion of a sphere along given curves. The union of such canal surfaces yields ridged
protrusions called “scallops” between adjacent contact loci on the machined surface, and
an optimum path planning strategy must seek to suppress thescallop height above the
desired surface to within a prescribed tolerance, while maintaining a reasonable overall
machining time. This minimizes the need for subsequent grinding or polishing operations,
to achieve acceptable accuracy and smoothness of the surface.

Our intent here is to address the problem of optimal slicing orientations, by analyzing
the variation of the surface normal vector (i.e., the Gauss map of the surface) and invoking
the medial axis transform to identify the unit vector that is “as far as possible” from
the set of surface normals: using this vector to define the orientation of the sectioning
planes, we avoid parallelism with the tangent plane over the entire surface. Our plan is as
follows. After reviewing some basic geometrical considerations in Section 2, we address
in Section 3 the problem of finding the optimal contouring orientation. This involves
(i) computing the symmetrized Gauss map of the surface, and its stereographic projection;
(ii) finding the medial axis transform for the complement of the projected Gauss map;
and (iii) optimizing a combination of the radius function and position along the medial
axis edges. In Section 4 the method is applied to contour machining of surfaces with a
ball-end mill: results for contour paths of optimal and non-optimal orientation (and nearly
equal overall lengths) are compared. Finally, in Section 5 we make some concluding
remarks about the practical use of the optimal surface slicing scheme, and its possible
extensions.

2. Planar slicing of surfaces

We focus in this paper on sectioning a single tensor-product bicubic surface1 patch,
specified (Farin, 1993) in the Bernstein–Bézier form

r(u, v)=
3∑
j=0

3∑
k=0

pjkb3
j (u)b

3
k(v), (u, v) ∈ [0,1] × [0,1], (1)

1 The procedure can be easily extended to triangular patches, B-spline surfaces, etc.
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by a 4× 4 array of control pointspjk . Here the cubic Bernstein basis functions on[0,1]
are defined by

b3
i (t)=

(
3

i

)
(1− t)3−i t i , i = 0, . . . ,3.

The surface (1) is assumed to be regular—i.e.,ru × rv �= 0 everywhere, and hence the unit
normal vector is defined at each point by

n(u, v)= ru × rv
|ru × rv| . (2)

Let r = (x, y, z) be a free point in space,N = (Nx,Ny,Nz) be a given unit vector, and
∆ be a given distance. Then, for integerk values, the equations

N · r = k∆ (3)

define a set of parallel planes with equidistant spacing∆ and common normalN (the
quantityk∆ is the distance of thekth plane from the origin). Consider the sections of the
surface (1) by the family of planes (3). On thekth section curve, the surface has a normaln
that, in general, varies with position along this curve. At each point the surface normaln
is typically distinct2 from the normalN of the planes, and if∆ is small compared to the
magnitudes of the surface principal curvatures at that point, the quantity

�≈ ∆√
1− (N · n)2

(4)

gives an approximate measure of the distance between thekth and(k+1)th section curves,
in the plane spanned byN andn. We may illustrate this with a sphere of radiusR, sectioned
by equidistant planes parallel to the equator. At the equator, the spacing between section
curves is� ≈ ∆ becauseN andn are orthogonal, but� increases monotonically without
bound as we approach the north pole andn becomes more nearly parallel withN.

When contour machining a surface with a spherical tool, the quantity�—the (variable)
“step-over” between toolpaths—is a key influence on the quality of the machined surface,
since (for a fixed tool radiusr) it determines the local scallop height. In the trivial case of
a plane surface machined using linear paths with equidistant spacing� (< 2r), the scallop
height is (Choi and Gerard, 1998; Marciniak, 1991):

h= r −
√
r2 − (1

2�
)2

(
≈ �2

8r
if � 2r

)
.

For a general free-form surface,h is a very complicated function of the local surface
geometry, instantaneous tool-path direction on the surface, etc., that does not admit a
simple closed-form expression.3 Nevertheless, it is obvious thath will always be a
monotone-increasing function of�. Hence, for a given surface, tool radiusr, and contour
spacing∆, we can minimize the greatest scallop height over the machined surface by
choosing an orientationN for the sectioning planes that is “as far as possible” from
parallelism with the normaln over the entire surface, so as to minimize (4).

2 In fact, the coincidence ofn andN identifies asingular point of the section curve.
3 See, however, (Kim and Chu, 1994) for the case of cylindrical and spherical surfaces.
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Finally, we note that to obtain tool/surface contact loci corresponding to surface contours
on equidistant planes, the center of the spherical tool must follow appropriate paths on
the offset surface (Farouki, 1986). The contouring algorithm of (Farouki et al., 1999)
is employed here—this directly generates sets of point/tangent data on the offset tool
paths, suitable for adaptive fitting with quintic PH space curves that ensures a prescribed
accuracy for the tool paths. The PH quintic tool path descriptions are passed directly to the
real-time CNC interpolator of an open-architecture 3-axis mill, capable of executing both
constant and variable feedrates. We refer the reader to (Farouki et al., 1999) for complete
details.

3. Optimal slicing orientation

Although conceptually quite simple, the task of identifying the optimal slicing
orientationN for any given surface is a computationally challenging task. We partition this
task into three phases—(i) computation of the (symmetrized) Gauss map; (ii) construction
of the medial axis transform for the complement of the symmetrized Gauss map, after
stereographic projection to the plane; and (iii) optimization of a function of radius and
position along edges of the medial axis. Since (i) has already been addressed in detail
(Smith and Farouki, 2001), we discuss it only briefly in Section 3.1, and concentrate on (ii)
and (iii) in Sections 3.2–3.4.

3.1. Computing the Gauss map

The Gauss map or “spherical image” (do Carmo, 1976; Hilbert and Cohn-Vossen,
1952) of the surface (1) associates, with each point on it, the point of the unit sphere
S indicated by the normal (2). In general, the Gauss map occupies some areaΩ ⊆ S,
but the correspondence between points ofr(u, v) and ofΩ is not necessarily one-to-
one, since distinct surface points may exhibit identical normals. For the purpose of
determining optimal contouring orientations, we do not distinguish between a normaln
and its negation−n. We are thus concerned with the “symmetrized” Gauss map, i.e., for
each normaln of the oriented surface (1), the antipodal point−n onS also belongs to the
symmetrized Gauss map.

The boundary∂Ω of the Gauss map comprises, in general, a set of curve segments
on S corresponding to the variation ofn along the boundary of the patch (1) and
along itsparabolic lines (loci of vanishing Gaussian curvature). A systematic approach
to computing a polygonal approximation of∂Ω , which can be refined to any specified
accuracy, has been described elsewhere (Smith and Farouki, 2001). The parabolic lines
are computed by identifying points of vanishing Gaussian curvature with the zero-set of a
bivariate polynomial in Bernstein form: this zero-set can then be isolated using subdivision
and the variation-diminishing property to govern a quadtree decomposition of the surface
parameter domain(u, v) ∈ [0,1] × [0,1]. Once the images of the patch boundaries and
parabolic lines on the unit sphereS are determined, a standard boundary-extractionscheme
may be invoked to select the set of oriented subsegments defining∂Ω . The reader may refer
to (Smith and Farouki, 2001) for complete details.
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In contouring a surface, we wish to avoid parallelism of the normalN to the section
planes with the surface normaln. Thus, suitable instances ofN correspond to points in
thecomplement Ωc = S −Ω of the (symmetrized) Gauss map. In fact, we shall identify
theoptimal contouring orientationN∗ with the center of the largest circle inscribed within
the regionΩc on S. If we take the normaln at a particular point of (1) to define the
“north pole” ofS, the complementΩc of the symmetrized Gauss map typically occupies
an annular region on the unit sphere, that does not contain the north and south poles. Our
intent is to identify the largest circle that can be inscribed withinΩc by computing the
medial axis transform of this region.

3.2. Stereographic projection

Since it is easier to perform the medial axis computation in the plane, rather than on
the sphere, we begin by making astereographic projection (Brannan et al., 1999) of the
symmetrized Gauss map. Circles are mapped to circles under this projection4 (provided
they do not pass through the north pole), but they do not preserve ordering by radii. Thus,
we cannot simply “read off” the largest circle inΩc from the medial axis transform of its
planar image. Instead, we must optimize a more involved function of radiusand distance
from the origin over the edges of the planar medial axis, in order to identify this largest
circle.

Imagine the unit sphereS with center at the origin(0,0,0) of a Euclidean space
(x, y, z), and a family of rays emanating from its “north pole” at(0,0,1) through each
point of S. The intersections of these rays with the(x, y) plane define a one-to-one
correspondence between points of the sphere and of the plane. One can verify that, under
this map, the point onS identified by the unit vectorn = (nx, ny, nz) has the image point

p = (x, y)=
(

nx

1− nz
,

ny

1− nz

)
(5)

in the plane. Under stereographic projection, the equatorial circle onS maps into itself,
while the images of the northern and southern hemispheres ofS occupy the exterior and
interior of this circle. The inversion of (5), i.e., the unit normaln corresponding to a point
p = (x, y) in the plane, is

n = (nx, ny, nz)=
(

2x

x2 + y2 + 1
,

2y

x2 + y2 + 1
,
x2 + y2 − 1

x2 + y2 + 1

)
. (6)

The stereographic projection of a symmetrized Gauss map has a special structure: for
each normaln, the antipodal normal−n has image point

p′ = (x ′, y ′)=
( −nx

1+ nz
,

−ny
1+ nz

)
, (7)

and if we interpret (5) and (7) as complex valuesp = x + iy andp′ = x ′ + iy ′, they satisfy

pp′ = −1.

4 In particular,maximal circles inΩc (touching the boundary∂Ωc in at least two points) are mapped to maximal
circles for the planar image ofΩc under stereographic projection.
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This identifiesp′ as the image ofp under an (elliptic) inversion in the unit circle—i.e.,p′
andp lie on (opposite sides of) a line through the origin, and the product of their distances
from the origin is unity (Needham, 1997; Schwerdtfeger, 1979). Thus, to compute the
stereographic projection of a symmetrized Gauss map, it suffices to consider only the
northern or southern hemisphere ofS, the image of the other hemisphere being obtained
by inversion in the unit circle.

Now under stereographic projection, a circleC on the unit sphereS maps to a circlẽC
on the plane. However, the center ofC̃ is not merely the image of the centerC under the
map (5), and the radius of̃C depends on both the radiusand the center ofC. We may clarify
these relations as follows.

If the circleC onS has center specified by the unit vectorc = (cx, cy, cz) and (angular)
radiusα, its equation in free coordinatesn = (nx, ny, nz) can be expressed as

c · n = cxnx + cyny + cznz = cosα. (8)

Now the pairs(c, α) and (−c,π − α) evidently specify thesame circle onS. To avoid
this ambiguity, we shall require that 0� α � π/2—the extremesα = 0 andα = π/2 then
correspond to point circles and great circles onS, while all intermediate values define
small circles.

We wish to find the center and radius of the planar imageC̃ of (8) under stereographic
projection. Substituting from (6) into (8), re-arranging terms, and usingc2

x + c2
y + c2

z = 1,
we obtain[

x − cx

cosα − cz

]2

+
[
y − cy

cosα − cz

]2

=
[

sinα

cosα − cz

]2

as the equation of the image circlẽC in the plane. The center and radius of this circle are
given by

c0 = (x0, y0)=
(

cx

cosα − cz
,

cy

cosα − cz

)
(9)

and

R =
∣∣∣∣ sinα

cosα − cz

∣∣∣∣. (10)

We observe that the centerc0 differs from the image

c̃ =
(

cx

1− cz
,

cy

1− cz

)
of c under (5) by replacement of 1 with cosα in the denominator. Asα → 0, we see that
c0 → c̃ andR → α|1 − cz|−1. Note also thatR becomes infinite ifcz = cosα—under
stereographic projection, the image of a circle passing through the north pole ofS is a line
rather than a circle.

We can interpret Eq. (9) geometrically as follows. Consider the right circular cone that
is tangent to the unit sphereS along the circleC. Then if v = (vx, vy, vz) is the vertex of
this cone, the center (9) of the image circlẽC under stereographic projection is the point
at which a line passing through the north pole and the cone vertexv intersects the(x, y)
plane.
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Consider now a circlẽC in the plane, with radiusR and center at distance

ρ =
√
x2

0 + y2
0

from the origin. We wish to determine, as functions ofR andρ, the radiusα and center
c = (cx, cy, cz) of the circleC onS that is mapped tõC under stereographic projection. To
accomplish this, we first note from (5) that the point5 c = (sinθ,0,cosθ) on S maps to
p = (x,0) in the plane, where

x = sinθ

1− cosθ
= cot 1

2θ.

Without loss of generality, we assume that the center ofC̃ lies on the positivex-axis, such
that (x0, y0)= (ρ,0). The diametral points(x1,0)= (ρ −R,0) and(x2,0)= (ρ + R,0)
then arise from the stereographic projection of pointsc1 = (sinθ1,0,cosθ1) and c2 =
(sinθ2,0,cosθ2) onS, where

θ1 = 2 tan−1 1

ρ −R
and θ2 = 2 tan−1 1

ρ +R
. (11)

Since c1, c2 are diametral points (on a longitudinal circle ofS) of the circle C that
projects toC̃, the radiusα and centerc = (sinθ,0,cosθ) of this circle are evidently given
by

α = 1
2(θ1 − θ2) and θ = 1

2(θ1 + θ2).

Substituting from (11) and simplifying, we obtain

α = tan−1 2R

ρ2 −R2 + 1
and θ = tan−1 2ρ

ρ2 −R2 − 1
. (12)

In deriving (12) we have implicitly assumed that 0< R < ρ < ∞, and hence 0<
θ2 < θ1 < π , which yields 0< α < π/2. This assumption is justified by the fact that
we are concerned only with circlesC that lie in the complementΩc = S − Ω of the
symmetrized Gauss map. Since, by construction, the north and south poles ofS do
not lie in Ωc, and since the origin is the image of the south pole under stereographic
projection, no circleC insideΩc has a planar imagẽC that contains the origin—i.e., we
must haveρ > R.

3.3. Medial axis transform

Themedial axis of a planar domain is the locus of centers of maximal circles (touching
the boundary in at least two points) that can be inscribed within the domain—it provides
an abstraction for the “shape” of the domain. The medial axis transform (MAT) is defined
by superposing a radius function on the medial axis, specifying the size of the maximal
circles centered on it. The domain boundary can, in principle, be precisely re-constructed
from its MAT. The basic properties of MATs and algorithms for their construction have

5 Hereθ denotes co-latitude onS—i.e., the angular distance from the north pole.
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been described by a number of authors: see, for example, (Choi et al., 1997a, 1997b; Lee,
1982; Ramamurthy and Farouki, 1999a, 1999b; Sherbrooke et al., 1996).

We wish to compute the MAT for the complementΩc of the symmetrized Gauss map,
after stereographic projection to the plane. Standard algorithms, described in the cited
references, can be invoked to accomplish this. However, a basic problem arises with
this approach. The boundary∂Ωc, being defined by the variation of the normaln along
patch boundaries and parabolic lines, cannot be represented exactly—and the medial axis
changesqualitatively if we replace the precise domain boundary by an approximation.
When we use a polygonal approximation of the domain boundary, for example, the medial
axis exhibits an edge terminating at each convex vertex of the polygon; these edges are
absent from the medial axis of theexact domain.

Such extraneous medial axis edges, incurred by polygonal approximation of the domain
boundary, do not compromise our ability to (approximately) identify the largest circle
in Ωc, but they do incur a severe penalty in terms of the cost (and robustness) of the
MAT computation as we refine the polygonal approximation6 to more accurately represent
∂Ωc. The practical consequence of these considerations is that, although the Gauss map
algorithm (Smith and Farouki, 2001) can in principle furnish polygonal approximations
of any desired accuracy, we must choose “reasonable” tolerances in practice—incurring
hundreds rather than thousands of segments in the approximation for∂Ωc. Although this
limits the resolution with which the optimal direction is identified, for most applications
very high accuracy in the determination ofN∗ is not warranted.

3.4. Identifying the optimal orientation

The optimal contour orientationN∗ corresponds to the center of the largest maximal
circle that fits inside the complementΩc of the symmetrized Gauss map on the unit
sphereS. Since we are using a stereographic projection of the symmetrized Gauss map
onto the plane, which does not preserve ordering relations among the radii of circles,
particular care must be exercised in the process of identifying the largest inscribed circle.

Specifically, we must use expression (12) giving the radiusα of a circle on the sphere in
terms of the radiusR and distanceρ from the origin of its image under stereographic
projection to the plane. Suppose we have computed the medial axis transform for the
stereographic projection of the complement of the symmetrized Gauss map: each element
is described parametrically in the form(x(t), y(t),R(t)) for t ∈ [0,1], the coordinates
(x(t), y(t)) describing a locus of centers of maximal disks, and the functionR(t)

specifying the radii of these maximal disks. We write

ρ(t)=
√
x2(t)+ y2(t)

for the radial distance of a medial axis point from the origin. Since, in general, bothR

andρ vary along edges of the medial axis of the planar projection ofΩc, we must seek

6 It may be thought that this problem can be circumvented by usingC2 piecewise-cubic (in lieu of polygonal)
approximations to the segments of∂Ωc . For domains with (piecewise) smooth curved boundaries, however, the
MAT computation becomes much more difficult—and there is still no guarantee of topological fidelity to the
exact medial axis.
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extrema ofα at both the endpoints and along the interior of such edges. Interior extrema
can be identified from the condition

d

dt
tanα = d

dt

2R

ρ2 −R2 + 1
= 0,

which leads to the problem of finding rootst ∈ (0,1) of the equation[
x2(t)+ y2(t)+R2(t)+ 1

]
R′(t)− 2

[
x(t)x ′(t)+ y(t)y ′(t)

]
R(t)= 0. (13)

The values of tanα at t = 0 andt = 1 and at each interior extremum must be compared,
to find the largest. Suppose, on repeating this process for each element of the medial axis
transform, we find that the greatest value of tanα corresponds to a circle in the plane
with center(x∗, y∗) and radiusR∗. Then, writingρ2∗ = x2∗ + y2∗ and using the results of
Section 3.2, the optimal contouring orientation can be determined as

N∗ = (2x∗,2y∗, ρ2∗ −R2∗ − 1)√
4ρ2∗ + (ρ2∗ −R2∗ − 1)2

. (14)

We can also interpret Eq. (13) geometrically, as follows. The medial axis of the spherical
domainΩc can be regarded as the central projection of a spatial curvev(t) onto the
sphereS, with center of projection at the north pole(0,0,1). The curvev(t) comprises
the vertices of the set of right circular cones circumscribed to the maximal circles ofΩc

(see Section 3.2 above). Moreover, a maximum radius of such circles corresponds to a
maximum distance ofv(t) from the center(0,0,0) of S, which implies orthogonality of
v(t) and its first derivativėv(t)—this condition gives rise to Eq. (13).

Now the medial axis of a polygonal domain comprises both linear (line/line or
point/point bisector) and parabolic (point/line bisector) segments, which may be described
in Bézier form,

r(t)= (
x(t), y(t)

) =
n∑
k=0

pk

(
n

k

)
(1− t)n−ktk for t ∈ [0,1],

with n= 1 in the former case andn= 2 in the latter. Now for the MAT, we must specify
the radius function along each segment. Each case gives rise to a different form forR(t).
For a segment of a line/line bisector, we have

R(t)= [
d0(1− t)+ d1t

]
sinψ, (15)

whered0, d1 are the distances of the end-pointsp0,p1 of the bisector segment from the
point of intersection of the two lines, and 2ψ is the angle between them (if the two lines
are parallel,R(t)= constant). Similarly, for a segment of a point/point bisector, equidistant
from pointsa andb, we have

R(t)=
√[
d0(1− t)+ d1t

]2 + h2, (16)

whered0, d1 are the distances of the end-pointsp0,p1 of the bisector segment from the
mid-point c = 1

2(a + b), and 2h = |a − b|. Finally, for the case of a parabolic point/line
bisector segment defined by control pointsp0,p1,p2, we note first (Piegl and Tiller, 1995)
that the focus of the parabola is given by

f = p1 + |p1 − p0|2(p2 − p1)− |p2 − p1|2(p1 − p0)

|p2 − 2p1 + p0|2 .
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The radius function may then be expressed as

R(t)=
√∣∣p0(1− t)2 + p12(1− t)t + p2t2 − f

∣∣2, (17)

which is the square-root of a quartic polynomial int .
Upon substituting any of the forms (16), (15), (17) forR(t) into (13), the latter can be

rationalized to yield apolynomial equation int for the extrema of tanα. This polynomial is
cubic for (16); quadratic for (15); and of degree 7 for (17). For numerical stability (Farouki
and Rajan, 1987, 1988) it is constructed in Bernstein form, and its real roots on[0,1] can
then be computed by standard methods (Lane and Riesenfeld, 1981).

4. Application to contour machining

The optimal slicing algorithm was tested by using it to generate tool paths for contour
machining of free-form surfaces. To illustrate the improvement in surface quality obtained
by use of optimal contour orientations, the surfaces were machined with contouring planes
defined by both the optimal vectorN∗ and the nominal vectorN = (0,0,1). We present
here results for two bicubic test surfaces—both surfaces have a 3× 3 inch footprint on the
(x, y) plane, with control points arranged over rectangular(x, y) grids: the variation of the
control-pointz coordinates defines the shape of the surfaces.

Table 1 lists some parameters for these machining experiments. A 3-axis milling
machine with a1

2 inch diameter ball-end cutter was used to cut both surfaces. Although use
of a toroidal (corner-radius) cutter is often preferred for efficiency, the ball-end mill allows
for a simpler path-planning strategy. Similar considerations apply to the scallops incurred
by the use of a toroidal cutter, although the analysis for this case—and for the extension to
5-axis machining—becomes much more complicated.

Table 1
Parameters for surface contour machining experiments

Surface ∆ (in) N Total path # connected
length (in) components

#1
0.0051 (0.0,0.0,1.0) 369.41 211

nominal

#1
0.0250 (0.248,−0.969,0.001) 369.95 146

optimal

#2
0.0100 (0.0,0.0,1.0) 359.51 358

nominal

#2
0.0267 (0.975,−0.221,−0.002) 359.23 134

optimal
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Using a fixed spacing∆ for the sectioning planes, that is independent of their
orientationN, often leads to large variations in the overall length of the tool paths. Thus,
to ensure a fair comparison of the improvement in surface finish obtained with the optimal
orientationN∗ over the nominal orientationN = (0,0,1), we adjust∆ in these two cases
so as to give an (approximately) equal total path length, as seen in Table 1.

4.1. Test surface #1

The first test surface, shown in Fig. 1, is defined by the control points

p00 = (0,0,0.48), p01 = (1,0,1.00), p02 = (2,0,0.80), p03 = (3,0,0.40),

p10 = (0,1,0.90), p11 = (1,1,1.41), p12 = (2,1,0.60), p13 = (3,1,0.60),

p20 = (0,2,1.00), p21 = (1,2,0.88), p22 = (2,2,0.00), p23 = (3,2,0.72),

p30 = (0,3,0.80), p31 = (1,3,0.60), p32 = (2,3,0.40), p33 = (3,3,0.80).

Contour tool paths corresponding to the non-optimal orientationN = (0,0,1) and fixed
spacing∆= 0.0051 inch are shown7 for this surface in Fig. 2.

The symmetrized Gauss map for test surface #1, with its stereographic projection onto
the plane, are illustrated in Fig. 3. The symmetrized Gauss map comprises two small

Fig. 1. The bicubic patch used as test surface #1.

7 For clarity, Fig. 2—and subsequent tool-path plots in Figs. 6, 9, 13—actually show only alternate contouring
paths, since these paths are rather densely distributed.
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Fig. 2. Tool paths for surface #1, corresponding to contours onz-planes with common normal
N = (0,0,1) and spacing∆ = 0.0051 as tool/surface contact loci (the tool paths are spatial curves
that lie on the offset surface).

simply-connected “polar caps” on the sphere that encompass the north and south poles.
Note that, whereas the south polar cap has a compact image (barely distinguishable in
Fig. 3) about the origin, the north polar cap has a highly distended image—for reference,
the image of the equator is shown as a dashed circle. The complement of the symmetrized
Gauss map is the annular region delineated by the boundaries of the north and south
polar caps. We are interested in identifying the inscribed circle of this planar region that
maximizesα = tan−1 2R/(ρ2 −R2 + 1), whereR is the circle radius andρ is the distance
of the center from the origin.

Fig. 4 shows the medial axis for the complement of the symmetrized Gauss map, after
stereographic projection to the plane. Each linear/parabolic edge of the medial axis is
parameterized on the intervalt ∈ [0,1] and carries an associated radius functionR(t).
By inspecting every medial axis segment for end-point or interior extrema of tanα, as
described in Section 3.4, the inscribed circle furnishing the largestα can be found. This
circle is shown in Fig. 4—note that it isnot simply the largest inscribed circle of the
stereographic image. If this circle has center(x∗, y∗) and radiusR∗, the optimal contour
orientation for test surface #1 is found from expression (14) to be

N∗ = (0.248,−0.969,0.001). (18)

Fig. 5 illustrates, on the unit sphere, the largest circle that is contained in the complement
of the symmetrized Gauss map: its center is defined byN∗, and its radius is the largestα
value identified by the above procedure.

Fig. 6 shows tool paths corresponding to the optimal orientation (18) and spacing
∆= 0.025 inch of the contouring planes, chosen to yield a total length for the tool paths
approximately equal to that in the caseN = (0,0,1). Finally, Fig. 7 shows the surface
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Fig. 3. Upper: symmetrized Gauss map for surface #1; note that the part encompassing the south pole
is hidden on the far side of the sphere. Lower: annular region generated by stereographic projection
of symmetrized Gauss map onto the plane—the dashed circle indicates the image of the equator.

machined in wax, using a12 inch ball-end cutter and the non-optimal and optimal tool
paths in Figs. 2 and 6.
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Fig. 4. Medial axis for the complement of the symmetrized Gauss map of test surface #1, after
stereographic projection to the plane—note that the polygonal approximation of the boundary incurs
a segment of the medial axis terminating at each convex vertex. The inscribed circle that maximizes
the angleα defined by (12) is found by examining all the medial axis segments.

4.2. Test surface #2

Test surface #2, shown in Fig. 8, is defined by the following control points:

p00 = (0,0,1.65), p01 = (1,0,3.05), p02 = (2,0,3.05), p03 = (3,0,2.05),

p10 = (0,1,3.05), p11 = (1,1,0.00), p12 = (2,1,4.10), p13 = (3,1,3.05),

p20 = (0,2,3.05), p21 = (1,2,4.10), p22 = (2,2,0.00), p23 = (3,2,3.05),

p30 = (0,3,2.05), p31 = (1,3,3.05), p32 = (2,3,3.05), p33 = (3,3,1.65).

Tool paths for this surface corresponding to constant-z contours with spacing∆ =
0.01 inch are shown, for a12 inch ball-end cutter, in Fig. 9.

Fig. 10 shows the symmetrized Gauss map for test surface #2, together with its
stereographic projection onto the plane. This case differs from surface #1, in that surface #2
exhibits much greater variation of the surface normal over its extent, and hence the
symmetrized Gauss map occupies a much larger portion of the northern and southern
hemispheres (the symmetry properties of surface #2 are also apparent in the Gauss map).
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Fig. 5. The maximal inscribed circle in the complement of the symmetrized Gauss map for surface #1,
shown on the unit sphere: the center of this circle defines the optimal contouring orientationN∗. The
two views show how this circle touches the north and south polar caps of the symmetrized Gauss
map.

Fig. 6. Tool paths for surface #1, corresponding to contours on planes with the optimal orientation
N∗ given by (18) and fixed spacing∆= 0.025, as the tool/surface contact loci (again, these paths lie
on the offset surface).

Thus, under stereographic projection, the boundaries of the northern and southern polar
caps are of a more commensurate extent than for surface #1.

The medial axis for the complement of the symmetrized Gauss map, after stereographic
projection to the plane, is illustrated in Fig. 11 together with the inscribed circle that
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Fig. 7. Test surface #1 machined in wax, using the non-optimal (left) and optimal (right) contouring
paths shown in Figs. 2 and 6, respectively, and a1

2 inch ball-end cutter. These tool paths correspond
to tool/surface contact loci on parallel planes, and are of approximately equal overall length—a
substantial improvement in the surface quality (suppression of scallop height) is apparent when using
the optimal orientation rather thanz-contouring.

Fig. 8. The bicubic patch used as test surface #2.

identifies the optimal contour orientation. For this surface, the optimal orientation is found
to be

N∗ = (0.975,−0.221,−0.002). (19)
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Fig. 9. Tool paths on the offset to surface #2, corresponding to contours onz-planes with fixed
spacing∆= 0.01 as the tool/surface contact loci.

In fact, this optimal orientation is not unique, owing to the symmetry of the surface (evident
from its control points and the Gauss map). In Fig. 12 we show, on the unit sphere, the
maximal circle inscribed in the complement of the symmetrized Gauss map—the center of
this circle identifies the optimal contouring orientation (19). The tool paths that correspond
to this optimal orientation and a fixed spacing∆= 0.0267 inch are illustrated8 in Fig. 13.

Finally, Fig. 14 shows surface #2, as machined in wax using the non-optimal paths
shown in Fig. 9 and the optimal paths shown in Fig. 13. As with surface #1, a significant
improvement in surface quality (in terms of the suppression of scallop height) is clearly
evident in the machined surfaces.

We observe from Table 1 that, for both surfaces, the number of connected components
comprising the tool path (for a given total length) is smaller for the optimal than for
the nominal orientation. Thus, in addition to providing an improved surface quality, the
optimal orientation is also more efficient in terms of requiring fewer tool retractions and
re-positionings.

It should be noted that the optimal orientations (18) and (19) for the two test surfaces are
approximate, since they were determined using a polygonal boundary approximation for
the stereographic projection of the symmetrized Gauss map. Although the approximation
can, in principle, be made as precise as we desire, extremely fine polygonal approximations
may tax the robustness of the MAT algorithm (see Section 3.3). Nevertheless, for the
application at hand, great accuracy in computingN∗ is not essential—the examples in
Figs. 4 and 11 employ a few hundred polygonal edges to approximate∂Ωc.

8 As with surface #1, we display only alternate tool paths in Fig. 13 for clarity.
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Fig. 10. Upper: the symmetrized Gauss map for surface #2—portions of both the northern and
southern polar caps are visible. Lower: stereographic projection onto the plane—the dashed circle is
the image of the equator.

The comparison between the “nominal” and “optimal” cases in Figs. 7 and 14 is perhaps
a little exaggerated, sinceN = (0,0,1) is a poor choice for the former: one can see
by inspection that the surface normaln coincides with it at certain points. Geometrical
intuition may allow one to “guess” a better nominal slicing orientation, although this
becomes increasingly difficult for complex surfaces. The algorithm described herein allows
the most favorable orientation, in the sense of maximizing the minimum angle betweenN
andn over the entire surface, to be computed in a deterministic manner.
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Fig. 11. Medial axis for the complement of the symmetrized Gauss map of test surface #2, after
stereographic projection to the plane. The inscribed circle that maximizes the angleα, defined by
expression (12), is also shown.

Fig. 12. The largest circle inscribed in the complement of the symmetrized Gauss map for surface
#2—its center defines the optimal orientation (19).

5. Closure

Our focus in this paper has been on methods to ensure the “quality” of the representation
of a surface by a set of contours, corresponding to sections of the surface by a family of
equidistant parallel planes. Theoptimal contouring orientation, minimizing the maximum
spacing between successive contours, was identified by (i) computing the complement
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Fig. 13. Tool paths for surface #2, yielding contours on planes with the optimal orientation (19) and
spacing∆= 0.0267 as tool/surface contact loci.

Fig. 14. Comparison of test surface #2 machined in wax, using a1
2 inch ball-end cutter and

non-optimal (left) and optimal (right) contouring paths.

of the symmetrized Gauss map; (ii) making a stereographic projection to the plane, and
computing the medial axis transform of the image domain; and (iii) maximizing a function
of position and radius along the edges of the medial axis.

In the context of contour machining using a ball-end mill, this optimal orientation will
ensure that the greatest scallop height over the entire surface is minimized, assuming
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that the tool radiusr and the spacing∆ remain fixed. Contour machining offers an easy
means to ensure full coverage of tool paths over a free-form surface. Since the contour
paths depend only on the geometry of the surface, and the orientation and spacing of the
sectioning planes, they circumvent potential problems with the surface parameterization.
The Gauss map, and the closely-relatedvisibility map, have been applied to machining
problems before (Chen and Woo, 1992; Elber and Zussman, 1998; Gan et al., 1994; Woo,
1994), but mainly to address accessibility issues rather than the scallop height minimization
problem addressed here.

The optimal contour-orientation algorithm described above has potential applications
in areas other than NC machining. For example, in rapid prototyping or “layered
manufacturing” processes, three-dimensional models are built up by bonding, curing,
fusing, or depositing material in layers of finite thickness. The “stepped” nature of the
fabricated model surface is especially pronounced in regions where the surface normal is
nearly parallel to the build direction, and the use of an optimal contouring orientation can
help preclude this circumstance. Similar considerations apply when re-constructing three-
dimensional models from planar “slice” data—as obtained, for example, from medical
imaging or laser range-finding systems.
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